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A theoretical framework is developed for constructing spectral refinement
schemes for a simple eigenelement which achieve arbitrarily high rates of conver-
gence while keeping the computational cost at a minimum. The new approach is
illustrated by considering a Newton type iteration scheme. Numerical results are
given by considering a model problem. Q 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
There has been much interest in the development of efficient refine-
ment schemes for computing eigenelements of a very large discrete system
arising out of a very fine discretization of an integral or a differential
w xoperator 1]4, 8]10, 12, 14]16 . Several schemes such as the Rayleigh]
w x w xSchrodinger scheme 8, 9, 14, 15 , the defect correction scheme 1, 8, 16 ,È
w x w xthe fixed slope Newton scheme 4, 8, 12, 15 , and some of its variants 8, 4 ,
to name only a few, have been developed for this purpose. These schemes
successively refine a crude approximation obtained from a coarse model
through direct methods to achieve a desired accuracy. The rate of conver-
gence of these schemes, however, is strongly influenced by the location of
an eigenvalue in the spectrum. If an eigenvalue is not well separated from
the rest of the spectrum then the convergence of these schemes may be
very slow and many iterations may be needed to distinguish it from its
neighbours.
The main purpose of this paper is to develop a theoretical framework
for constructing spectral refinement schemes for a simple eigenelement
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which achieve arbitrarily high rates of convergence while keeping the
computational cost at a minimum. The theoretical framework that we
develop in this paper is under the framework of an abstract eigenvalue
problem for a bounded linear operator on a complex Banach space.
Ž .Let X be a complex Banach space and let BL X be the Banach space
of all bounded linear operators on X along with the operator norm. We
² :denote by X* the adjoint space of X and define , : X = X* “ C by
² :x , x* [ x* x , x g X , x* g X*.Ž .
Ž . Ž .Let T g BL X . We consider the eigenvalue problem EP ,
find l, f g C = XŽ .
such that Tf s lf , l / 0, f / 0.
Ž .An approximate solution procedure for the problem EP can be summa-
rized as follows.
Ž .Step I. Solve an approximate problem EP ,n
find l , f g C = XŽ .n n
such that T f s l f , l / 0, f / 0,n n n n n n
Ž .where T g BL X and approximates T in some sense.n
Ž .Step II. For a simple eigenelement l, f of T , compute an approxi-
Ž . Ž .mation l , f by solving EP and develop an iterative procedure ton n n
Ž .refine l , f to achieve a desired accuracy.n n
Ž .A Newton type refinement scheme for refining l , f is obtainedn n
by employing Newton iteration to approximate a simple zero f of the
function
² :F : X “ X , x ‹ Tx y Tx , f* x ,
² : w xwhere f is such that f, f* s 1. We refer to 4, 8, 15 for a well-docu-
mented account of this scheme.
Conceptually, the new approach presented in this paper is essentially the
same as the one described above except for the fact that we work in the
framework of a product space X. The stepping stone of our approach is the
Ž .observation that the problem EP can be lifted to an equivalent eigen-
value problem in X. A brief outline of our approach is as follows:
Step I. For a positive integer r, we consider an appropriate product
space X.
Step II. We define a bounded linear operator T: X “ X such that
Ž .the eigenvalue problem EP ,
find l, F g C = XŽ .
such that TF s lF , l / 0, F / 0,
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Ž .and the problem EP are equivalent when l is restricted to a certain
subset of C.
Ž .Step III. Next, we approximate EP by an approximate problem
Ž .EP ,n
find l , F g C = XŽ .n n
such that T F s l F , l / 0, F / 0,n n n n n n
Ž .where T : X “ X is a bounded linear operator such that the problem EPn n
5 5 5Ž . r 5is easy to solve and that T y T s T y T T .n n
Ž .Step IV. Finally, for a simple eigenelement l, F of T, we compute
Ž . Ž .an approximation l , F by solving EP and develop an iterative proce-n n n
Ž .dure for refining l , F .n n
The method and the analysis provided in this paper can be used to
upgrade well-known refinement schemes to achieve geometric rates of
convergence by considering their analogues in the product space X. We
illustrate this approach by considering an analogue of the fixed slope
w xNewton scheme developed in 4 .
2. PRELIMINARIES
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .For T g BL X , let s T , r T , and r T denote the spectrum, resol-
Ž .vent set, and spectral radius of T , respectively. We denote by R T and
Ž .N T , respectively, the range space and the null space of T. The adjoint of
T will be denoted by T*. Throughout this paper G will denote a simple
Ž .closed positively oriented rectifiable curve lying in r T such that 0 f G j
Ž .Int G. If L [ s T l Int G / B, then the spectral projection associated
with T and L is given by
1 y1P [ y T y z dz.Ž .H2p i G
Throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated to the contrary, we assume
Ž . Ž .that the sequence T satisfies the hypotheses H :n
Ž . Ž5 5.1 . T is a bounded sequence.n
Ž . 5Ž . 5 5Ž . 52 . T y T T “ 0, T y T T “ 0 as n “ ‘.n n n
Ž .Then for all large n, G ; r T and there is a constant C, independent ofn
n, such that
y1max T y z F C , L [ s T l Int G / B andŽ . Ž .n n n
zgG
rank P s rank P ,n
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where P is the spectral projection associated with T and L . Supposen n n
 4that L s l , where l is a nonzero simple eigenvalue of T. Then Ln
Ž .consists of a simple eigenvalue l of T . Let f g N T y l andn n n n n
U U UŽ . ² :f g N T y l such that f , f s 1. For a ready reference, wen n n n n
w x Ž .provide the fixed slope Newton scheme 4, 8 for refining l , f ,n n
Ž0. ƒm [ l , f [ f and for j s 1, 2, . . . ,0 n n
UŽ jy1. ¥² :m [ Tf , f , NŽ .j n
Ž j. Ž jy1. Ž jy1. Ž jy1. §f [ f y S Tf y m f ,n j
where
y11 T y zŽ .n
S [ dzHn 2p i z y lG n
is the reduced resolvent associated with T and l . Let f be the normal-n n
² U:ized eigenvector of T corresponding to l such that f, f s 1. Then wen
w xhave the following result whose proof can be found, for instance, in 8 .
5 5THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that f is chosen so that 0 - d F f F c forn n
some constants c G d ) 0, independent of n.
Ž . 5Ž . 5 5Ž . 54a Let h [ max T y T T , T y T T . Then for all large n andn n n n
j s 0, 1, . . . ,
jŽ2 j. Ž2 jq1.< < < < 5 5 5 5l y m , l y m , f y f , f y f F a T y T T bh ,Ž . Ž .2 j 2 jq1 n n
where a and b are constants independent of n and j.
Ž . 5 5b If T y T “ 0, then for all large n and j s 0, 1, . . . ,n
jŽ j.< < 5 5 5 5l y m , f y f F a T y T T b T y T ,Ž . Ž .j n n
where a and b are constants independent of n and j.
Next, we briefly describe a concept of equivalence and extension of
operators. Roughly speaking, equivalence and extension provide a means
to compare spectra of different operators and, in some special cases, talk
about local similarity of operators.
Let X , Y , i s 1, 2, be Banach spaces and V ; C be an open set.i i
Consider the operator valued functions
S : V “ BL X , Y and S : V “ BL X , Y .Ž . Ž .1 1 1 2 2 2
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DEFINITION 2.1. The operator functions S and S are called equiva-1 2
Ž .lent on V if there exist operator functions E: V “ BL X , X and1 2
Ž . Ž .F: V “ BL Y , Y , which are analytic on V, such that S z s2 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F z S z E z , z g V, and, in addition, E z and F z are invertible for2
each z g V.
Ž . Ž .As shorthand, we write ``S z ; S z on V'' if S is equivalent to S1 2 1 2
on V.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and let V ; C be an
Ž .open set. Given an operator function S: V “ BL X, Y and a Banach
space Z the operator function
S w 0Ž .
V “ BL X [ Z, Y [ Z , w ‹Ž . 0 IZ
is called the Z-extension of S, where I denotes the identity operatorZ
on Z.
Ž .For notational simplicity, we denote the Z-extension of S by S w [ I ,Z
for w g V. The following theorem will play a crucial role in the subse-
quent development.
Ž w x.THEOREM 2.2 Gohberg et al. 13, p. 43 . Let X and X be Banach1 2
Ž .spaces and let T g BL X , i s 1, 2. Suppose that for some Banach spacesi i
Z and Z the extensions z y T [ I and z y T [ I are equi¤alent on1 2 1 Z 2 Z1 2
some open set V ; C.
Ž . Ž . Ž .a If V contains s T j s T then T and T are similar.1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .b If L [ s T l V is a nonempty isolated part of s T then1 1
Ž .L ; s T and the restrictions T and T are similar, where P is2 1 < RŽP . 2 < RŽP . i1 2
the spectral projection associated with T and L, i s 1, 2.i
Finally, given two Banach spaces X and Y, we say that a linear map
J: X “ Y is an isomorphism if it is one-to-one and onto.
3. A NEWTON TYPE REFINEMENT SCHEME
Ž . Ž .Recall that l, f is a simple eigenelement of T and l , f is a simplen n
eigenelement of T . We now present a framework for constructing spectraln
Ž .refinements for the simple eigenelement l , f . Also, this section pre-n n
sents the main ideas of this paper.
The setting of this section is the following. Let X [ X = X be the set of
w xtall column vectors x [ x , x , where x , x are in X. Then X is a1 2 1 2
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5 5Banach space with respect to the norm :‘
t 5 5 5 5w xx , x [ max x , x . 41 2 1 2‘
Similarly, we let X* [ X* = X*. Then X* is a Banach space with respect
5 5to the norm :1
tU U U U5 5 5 5w xx , x [ x q x .1 2 1 21
w xt w U U xtFor x [ x , x g X and x* [ x , x g X*, we define1 2 1 2
² : ² U: ² U:x, x* [ x , x q x , x .1 1 2 2
<² : < 5 5 5 5Then it follows that x, x* F x x* . We denote the identity operator‘ 1
Ž . 5 5on X by I and the induced norm on BL X by .
Let D [ T y T . Consider the operators T: X “ X and T : X “ Xn n n
given by
T D T T 0n n nT [ and T [ .nI 0 I 0
Note that T depends on n which we do not show for notational simplicity.
We shall see that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of T which are of
interest to us are independent of n for all large n. We now show that the
operators T and T have the desired properties as stated in the Introduc-n
tion.
THEOREM 3.1. We ha¤e the following.
Ž .  4i z y T [ I ; z y T on C R 0 . In particular, if m is an isolatedn n
Ž .  4point of s T R 0 , then the algebraic multiplicity of m as an eigen¤aluen
of T is the same as the algebraic multiplicity of m as an eigen¤alue of T .n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii z y T [ I ; z y T on r yD . In particular, if m g s T ln
Ž .r yD is a nonzero isolated point, then the algebraic multiplicity of m asn
an eigen¤alue of T is the same as the algebraic multiplicity of m as an
eigen¤alue of T.
Ž .Proof. i For z g C, let
I z y T z InÃF z [ and E z [ .Ž . Ž . I 00 yI
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Then direct multiplication shows that
z y T 0z 0 nÃF z z y T E z s , z g C.Ž . Ž . Ž .n 0 I 0 I
1rz 0 ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .Taking F z [ F z , the result follows. The rest of part i follows0 I
from Theorem 2.2.
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .ii With F z and E z as above, we have
z z y T y D T 0Ž .n nÃF z z y T E z s , z g C.Ž . Ž . Ž .
0 I
Now, using the identity
z z y T y D T s z q D z y T , z g C, IŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
we have
z q D 0 z y T 0nÃF z z y T E z s , z g C.Ž . Ž . Ž . 0 I0 I
Therefore, the result follows by taking
y1z q D 0Ž .n ÃF z [ F z , z g r yD .Ž . Ž . Ž .n
0 I
Again, the rest of the result follows from Theorem 2.2.
Ž .  4 Ž .  4Obviously, s T R 0 s s T R 0 and, for z / 0, the mapsn n n
xn
xN T y z “ N T y z , x ‹Ž . Ž . nn n n n n
zn
and
UxU U U nN T y z “ N T y z , x ‹Ž . Ž .n n n n n 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .are isomorphisms. Now, by Theorem 3.1 ii , we have s T l r yD sn
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s T l r yD . Using identity I , it is easy to see that if z g r yD Rn n
 40 then the map
x
N T y z “ N T y z , x ‹Ž . Ž . x
z
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is an isomorphism. Thus we see that the operators T and T fulfill ourn
requirements. Obviously, the eigenvalue problem for T and the problemn
Ž .EP are equivalent. However, the most important observation is the factn
Ž .that the eigenvalue problem for T and the problem EP are equivalent if
Ž .we restrict oursevles to those discrete spectra of T which lie in r yD Rn
 40 .
Ž . Ž .Recall that l, f is a simple eigenelement of T , l , f is a simplen n
U U UŽ . ² :eigenelement of T , and f g N T y l such that f , f s 1. Sup-n n n n n n
Ž .pose that n is chosen so large that l g r yD . Settingn
Uff fn U nF [ , F [ , and F [ ,n nfrl f rl 0n n
Ž .we see that for a simple eigenelement l, F of T there is a simple
Ž . ² U: ² U:eigenelement l , F of T such that F , F s f , f s 1. Thus, ifn n n n n n n
we consider analogues of well-known refinement schemes in the product
Ž .space X to approximate a simple eigenelement l, F of T by successively
Ž .refining a simple eigenelement l , F of T , we arrive at variants of thesen n n
schemes which have better rates of convergence. We illustrate this fact by
Ž .considering an analogue of the fixed slope Newton scheme N .
Let
y11 T y zŽ .n
S [ dzHn 2p i z y lG n
be the reduced resolvent with T and l . Then a Newton type scheme forn n
Ž .refining l , F is given byn n
Ž0. ƒm [ l , C [ F0 n n
and for j s 1, 2, . . . , ¥ NVŽ .UŽ jy1.² :m [ TC , F ,j n
Ž j. Ž jy1. Ž jy1. Ž jy1. §C [ C y S TC y m C .n j
Ž .Note that the scheme NV is obtained by considering an analogue in X
Ž . Ž .of the well-known scheme N . We remark that the scheme NV can be
derived by considering the function
² :F: X “ X, x ‹ Tx y Tx, F* x,
which is just an analogue of the function F defined earlier, and proceeding
w x Ž .in exactly the same way as in 4 , where F* g N T* y l such that
² : 5 5 5Ž . 5F, F* s 1. Note that T y T s T y T T “ 0 as n “ ‘ whereasn n
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Ž .T may not even converge pointwise to T. Thus, the scheme NV isn
Ž .expected to converge faster than the scheme N .
Ž .We also remark that the scheme NV , in its present form, is not
Ž .suitable for implementation. At each iteration of the scheme NV we
need to solve a system double the size of a system needed for the scheme
Ž .N . Recall that we are interested in approximating the first component
of F. Therefore, if we let
Ž j.c1 Ž j.[ C , for j s 0, 1, . . . ,Ž j.c2
then c Ž j. is expected to approximate a suitable scalar multiple of f. Now1
Ž .we show that the scheme NV can be rewritten in terms of the compo-
nents of CŽ j., so that all computations are done in X and that the cost of
Ž .computation is of the same order as that of the scheme N .
Ž .Note that for z g r T , z / 0, we haven
y1T y z 0Ž .n
y1 y1T y z s .Ž . T y z 1n Ž .n y
z z
Therefore,
S 0ny11 T y zŽ .n 1 1S [ dz s ,Hn S2p i z y lG nn l ln n
where S is the reduced resolvent associated with T and l . Letn n n
² U:P x [ x, F F , x g Xn n n
be the spectral projection associated with T and l , thenn n
P S s 0, S T y l s I y PŽ .n n n n n n
Ž j. Ž .and for j s 0, 1, . . . , P C s F . Now, writing T s T y T q T andn n n n
Ž j. Ž .equating the first component of C in NV , we obtain
m [ T y T Tc Ž jy1. , fU q l ,² :Ž .j n 2 n n
Ž j. Ž jy1. Ž jy1.c [ f y S T y T Tc q l y m c .Ž . Ž .1 n n n 2 n j 1
Next, multiplying both sides of
Ž j. Ž jy1. Ž jy1. Ž jy1.C [ C y S TC y m Cn j
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by T y l and equating the last component, we obtainn n
c Ž j. q l y m c Ž jy1.Ž .1 n j 2Ž j.c [ .2 ln
Ž .Thus, the scheme NV when rewritten on X takes the form
m [ l , c Ž0. [ f , c Ž0. [ f rl0 n 1 n 2 n n
and for j s 1, 2, . . . ,
m [ T y T Tc Ž jy1. , fU q l ,² :Ž .j n 2 n n
Ž j. Ž jy1. Ž jy1.c [ f y S T y T Tc q l y m c ,Ž . Ž .1 n n n 2 n j 1
c Ž j. q l y m c Ž jy1.Ž .1 n j 2Ž j.c [ .2 ln
Ž .We now show that the scheme NV has a better rate of convergence
Ž .than that of the scheme N . Recall that for all large n there is a constant
C, independent of n, such that
y1max T y z F C.Ž .n
zgG
Then for all large n there are constants C and C , independent of n, such1 2
that
5 5 5 5P F C and S F C ,n 1 n 2
where P is the spectral projection associated with T and l . Sincen n n
² U:P x s x , f f , x g X ,n n n
we have
5 5 5 U 5 5 5f f s P . 1Ž .n n n
Now, if c Ž j. “ f as j “ ‘, then f is the unique eigenvector of T1
² U: ² Ž j. U: ² Ž j. U:corresponding to l such that f, f s 1 since c , f s C , Fn 1 n n
s 1 for j s 0, 1, . . . .
Ž . Ž . ² :Let c g N T y l and c * g N T* y l such that c , c * s 1. Since
² U:c , f f s P c “ Pc s cn n n
as n “ ‘, we have
² U:² : ² : ² :c , f f , c * s P c , c * “ Pc , c * s 1.n n n
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U 1<² :² : <Thus, for all large n, we have c , f f , c * G and consequentlyn n 2
<² U: < <² : < ² U: ² U:1r c , f F 2 f , c * . Setting f [ cr c , f , we see that f, fn n n n
s 1 and
5 5c
5 5 5 5 ² : 5 5 5 5 5 5f F F 2 c f , c * s 2 Pf F 2 P f . 2Ž .n n nU² :c , fn
Ž . Ž .Thus, in view of 1 and 2 , we see that if f is chosen so thatn
5 50 - d F f F c for some constants c and d, independent of n, then forn
all large n,
C
U5 5 5 5 5 5f F and f F 2c P .n d
5 5THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that f is chosen so that 0 - d F f F c forn n
some constants c G d ) 0, independent of n. Then for all large n and all
j s 0, 1, . . . ,
jq1Ž j.< < 5 5l y m , f y c F a T y T T ,Ž .Ž .j 1 n
where a is a constant independent of n and j.
f U Uw x ² : ² :Proof. Recall that F [ . As F, F s f, f s 1, we haven nfrl
P F s F . For j s 0, we haven n
F y F s PF y P F s P y P FŽ .n n n
and
² U: ² U:l y l s T y T F , F q T F y F , F .Ž . Ž .n n n n n n
Therefore, the results follow from the fact that
5 5 5 5P y P F const = T y T s const = T y T T andŽ .n n n
5 5 5 5f y f F F y F .‘n n
< < <²Ž .Ž Ž jy1.. U: <For j G 1, we have l y m s T y T F y C , F andj n n
F y CŽ j. s S T y T F y CŽ jy1. q l y m FŽ . Ž . Ž .n n j
q m y l q l y l F y CŽ jy1. .Ž .Ž . 4j n
5 Ž j. 5 5 Ž j. 5As f y c F F y C , the desired results follow by induction on j.‘1
Next, we carry over the foundation laid in this section to derive acceler-
ated analogues of refinement schemes for a simple eigenelement.
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4. AN ACCELERATED SCHEME OF NEWTON TYPE
Recall that a standard approach to approximating a simple eigenelement
Ž .l, f of T consists of two steps.
Ž . Ž .Step I. Compute a crude approximation l , f to l, f by solvingn n
T f s l f , 0 / f g X .n n n n n
Ž .Step II. Refine l , f iteratively to achieve a desired accuracy.n n
As the performance of this clasical approach degrades considerably when
an eigenvalue occurs in a dense part of the spectrum, an accelerated
w x w xapproach, introduced in 10, 11 and systematically developed in 5, 6 , can
be employed to achieve a very rapid convergence. We now briefly describe
this approach.
Let r be a positive integer and let X [ X r denote the set of all columnr
w xtvectors x [ x , . . . , x with x , . . . , x in X. Then, as before, X is a1 r 1 r r
5 5Banach space with respect to the norm :‘
t 5 5w xx , . . . , x [ max x : j s 1, . . . , r . 41 r j‘
U Ž . r USimilarly, we let X [ X* . Then X is a Banach space with respect tor r
5 5the norm :1
tU U U U5 5 5 5w xx , . . . , x [ x q ??? q x .1 r 1 r1
² : U ² : ² U: ² U:Define , : X = X “ C by x, x* [ x , x q ??? q x , x . Thenr r 1 1 r r
<² : < 5 5 5 5it is clear that x, x* F x x* . Next, we define T : X “ X by‘ 1 n r r
ry2 ry1T D T ??? D T D Tn n n n n n n
I 0 ??? 0 0
T [ 0 I ??? 0 0n . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
0 0 ??? I 0
Ž .and solve the eigenvalue problem AP ,n
find l , F g C = XŽ .n n r
such that T F s l F , l / 0, F / 0.n n n n n n
Note that the operator T depends on r and so do the eigenvalues andn
eigenvectors of T . However, we do not show this dependence for nota-n




r ry1yj jL z [ z y z D T , z g C.Ž . Ý n n
js0
Ž Ž ..  Ž . 4Defining N L z [ x g X : L z x s 0 , it is easy to see that, for z / 0,
the map
try1N L z “ N T y z , x ‹ x , xrz , . . . , xrzŽ . Ž .Ž . n
is an isomorphism.
Ž . w xOnce again, recall that l, f is a simple eigenelement of T. Then 6 for
all large n and all r s 1, 2, . . . , there is a unique simple eigenvalue l ofn
< < Ž5 r 5 Ž < < r .. Ž .T near l, and l y l s O D T r l . Let F g N T y l and letn n n n n n
U U UŽ . ² : wF g N T y l such that F , F s 1. Then F s f , f rl ,n n n n n n n n n
ry1 xt Ž .. . . ,f rl , where L l f s 0, and f approximates a scalar multiplen n n n n
of f. Our next step is to construct refinement schemes such that the errors
5 r 5 Ž < < r .in the iterates decrease at the rate D T r l . As a remark we mentionn
Ž .that in the accelerated approach we solve AP to compute an initialn
Ž .approximation whereas in the classical approach we solve EP . There-n
fore, in this section the operator T will play the same role as that of then
operator T in Section 3.n
5 5 5 r 5Next, we define the operators T and T on X such that T y T s D Tn n n
and that T and T have the desired properties as outlined in the introduc-n
w xtion. We proceed as follows. Define I : X “ X by I [ 0, . . . , 0, I . Thenr
imitating the development in Section 3, we consider X [ X = X andr
define the operator T : X “ X byn
ry1T D T ??? D T 0n n n n n
I 0 ??? 0 0T 0nT [ s .0 I ??? 0 0n . . . . .I 0 . . . . .. . . . .
0 0 ??? I 0
Ž .  4 Ž .  4It is easy to see that s T R 0 s s T R 0 and for z / 0, the mapsn n n
x n
I xN T y z “ N T y z , x ‹Ž . Ž . nn n n n n
zn
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and
UxU U U nN T y z “ N T y z , x ‹Ž . Ž .n n n n n 0
are isomorphisms. Thus, we have
Fn UFU UnI FC [ g N T y l and C [ g N T y lŽ .n Ž .n n n n n n0
ln
² U: ² U:such that C , C s F , F s 1.n n n n
w xtNext, define p : X “ X , x ‹ x, 0, . . . , 0 and consider the operator T:r
X “ X given by
ry1 rT D T ??? D T D Tn n n n n n
I 0 ??? 0 0rT p D TŽ .n nT [ s .0 I ??? 0 0
. . . . .I 0 . . . . .. . . . .
0 0 ??? I 0
Then by the identity
ry1 j r r jD T D T Dn n n n  4z y y s z y T , z g C R 0 , IIŽ . Ž .Ý Ýrj jž /zz zjs0 js0
Ž . < <it is easy to see that if r D - m then the mapn
trw xN T y m “ N T y m , x ‹ x , xrm , . . . , xrmŽ . Ž .
is an isomorphism. To prove further results, we need the following lemma.
Ž . m my1 my1yjLEMMA 4.1. Let L z [ z y Ý z A , z g C, be a monic oper-js0 j
Ž .ator polynomial, where A , . . . , A are in BL X . Also, let0 my1
A A ??? A A0 1 my2 my1
I 0 ??? 0 0
0 I ??? 0 0A [
. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
0 0 ??? I 0
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be a companion matrix of L. Then
L z [ I ; z y A on C,Ž . my 1
where I denotes the identity operator on the product space X my 1.my 1
Ž m. Ž m.Proof. Define E: C “ BL X and F:C “ BL X by
my 1 my2z z ??? z I
my 2 my3z z ??? I 0
. . . .. . ??? . .E z [ andŽ . . . . .
z I ??? 0 0
I 0 ??? 0 0
B z B z ??? B z B zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 my2 my1
0 0 ??? 0 yI
F z [ ,0 0 ??? yI 0Ž .
. . . .. . ??? . .. . . .
0 yI ??? 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .where B z [ I and for j s 0, 1, . . . , m y 2, B z [ zB z y A . Then0 jq1 j j
direct multiplication shows that
L z 0Ž .
F z z y A E z s , z g C,Ž . Ž . Ž . 0 Imy 1
The desired result follows by noting that E and F are analytic on C and
Ž . Ž .for z g C, E z and F z are invertible.
 Ž . < <4For n s 1, 2, . . . , let V [ z g C: r D - z . Then we have then n
following result.
Ž .  4THEOREM 4.1. i z y T [ I ; z y T on C R 0 . In particular, if mn n
Ž .  4is an isolated point of s T R 0 , then the algebraic multiplicity of m as ann
eigen¤alue of T is the same as the algebraic multiplicity of m as ann
eigen¤alue of T .n
Ž .ii z y T [ I ; z y T on V , where I is the identity operator on X .r n r r
Ž .In particular, if m g s T l V is an isolated point, then the algebraicn
multiplicity of m as an eigen¤alue of T is the same as the algebraic multiplicity
of m as an eigen¤alue of T.
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Ž . Ž . r ry1 ry1yj j Ž .Proof. i For z g C, let L z [ z y Ý z D T and let L zjs0 n n
Ž .[ zL z . Then by Lemma 4.1,
L z 0Ž .
F z z y T E z s andŽ . Ž . Ž .n 0 Iry1
L z 0Ž .
F z z y T E z s , z g C,Ž . Ž . Ž .n 0 Ir
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..where E z and F z resp., E z and F z are invertible and analytic for
all z g C. Now the desired result follows from the fact that for z g C,
zL z 0Ž .
F z z y T E z sŽ . Ž . Ž .n 0 Ir
z 0 z y T 0F z 0 E z 0Ž .Ž . Ž .ns .0 Ir 0 I 0 I0 I
Ž . Ž . rq1 ry1 ryj j rii For z g C, let L z [ z y Ý z D T y D T. Then byjs0 n n n
Lemma 4.1, we have
L z 0Ž .
F z z y T E z s , z g C.Ž . Ž . Ž . 0 Ir
Ž .Now by identity II , we have
r jDnr  4L z s z z y T , z g C R 0 ,Ž . Ž .Ý jž /zjs0
y1rq1D Dn nrs z I y I y z y T , z g V ,Ž . nrq1 ž /ž / zz
and hence the desired result follows from the fact that
y1rq1D Dn nr z y T 0z I y I y 0rq1 ž /ž /F z z y T E z s ,Ž . Ž . Ž . zz 0 Ir
0 Ir
z g V .n
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Ž .This shows that the eigenvalue problems for T and T resp., T and Tn n
are equivalent when restricted to an appropriate subset of C.
Ž . < <We choose n so large that r D - l . Once again, considering ana-n
logues of well-known refinement schemes in the product space X to
Ž .approximate a simple eigenelement l, C of T by successively refining a
Ž .simple eigenelement l , C of T , we obtain refinement schemes withn n n
accelerated convergence. For illustration, we consider an analogue of the
Ž .Newton type scheme N . Let S be the reduced resolvent associated withn
T and l . Then we have the following Newton type scheme for refiningn n
Ž .l , C :n n
Ž0. ƒm [ l , C [ C0 n n
and for j s 1, 2, . . . , ¥ ANVŽ .UŽ jy1.² :m [ TC , C ,j n
Ž j. Ž jy1. Ž jy1. Ž jy1. §C [ C y S TC y m C .n j
Ž .We remark that the scheme ANV can also be derived by considering the
Ž .nonlinear function F associated with T see Section 3 . It should be noted
Ž . Ž .here that the scheme ANV reduces to the scheme NV when r s 1.
Ž .Next, we rewrite the scheme ANV on X as follows. Since for z gr
Ž .  4r T R 0n
y1T y z 0Ž .n
y1 y1T y z s ,Ž . I T y z 1n Ž .n y
z z
we have
S 0nS s ,n w w
where S is the reduced resolvent associated with T and l . Recall thatn n n
Fn
I FC [ .nn
ln
Let
Ž j.F Ž j.[ C ,Ž j.frq1
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Ž j. w Ž j. Ž j.xt Ž j.where F [ f , . . . , f is the first r components of C . Also, let1 r
fU denote the first component of FU. Then writing T s T y T q T andn n n n
carrying out exactly the same steps as in Section 3, we obtain
m [ l , FŽ0. s F , f Ž0. [ I F rl0 n n rq1 n n
and for j s 1, 2, . . . ,
r UŽ jy1.m [ T y T Tf , f q l ,² :Ž .j n rq1 n n
r Ž jy1.¡ ƒT y T TfŽ .n rq1
0Ž j. Ž jy1.~ ¥F [ F y S q l y m F ,Ž ..n n n j..¢ §
0
f Ž j. q l y m f Ž jy1.Ž .r n j rq1Ž j.f [ .rq1 ln
In fact, once the first component f Ž j. of FŽ j. is known the other compo-1
nents are given by
f Ž j. q l y m f Ž jy1.Ž .k n j kq1Ž j.f [ , k s 1, 2, . . . , r .kq1 ln
As before, f Ž j. is expected to approximate a scalar multiple of f. We now1
Ž .show that the scheme ANV has a geometric rate of convergence.
Suppose that f , the first component of F , is chosen so that 0 - d Fn n
5 5f F c for some constants c G d ) 0, independent of r and n. Sincen
5 5 5 U 5 5 5 5 U 5 Ž5 5 .F F s P , we have F F P rd , where P is the spectral‘ 1 1n n n n n n
projection associated with T and l . Let F denote the first r componentsn n
w ry1 xtof C; that is, F [ f, frl, . . . , frl . Assume that f is the normal-
² U: ² U: ² U:ized eigenvector of T such that F, F s 1. Then C, C s F, Fn n n
w x Ž . < <s 1. We know 6 that if z g r T and z ) 1 then for all large n and alln
r s 1, 2, . . . ,
y1T y z F C ,Ž .n
< <where C is a constant independent of r and n. It is a fact that if z F 1,
5Ž .y1 5then T y z may tend to infinity as r “ ‘. In view of this, we firstn
< <obtain error estimates for the iterates for the particular case when l ) 1.
< <  < <First, note that if l ) 1, we can choose the curve G such that min z :
4z g G ) 1. Consequently for all large n and all r s 1, 2, . . . ,
5 5 5 5P F C and S F Cn 1 n 2
for some constants C and C , independent of r and n.1 2
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< <PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose that l ) 1 and that f , the first componentn
5 5of F , is chosen so that 0 - d F f F c for some constants c G d ) 0,n n
independent of r and n. Then for all large n, all r s 1, 2, . . . , and all
j s 0, 1, . . . ,
a jr rŽ j.< < 5 5l y m , f y f F T y T T b T y T T ,Ž . Ž .Ž .rj 1 n n< <l
where a and b are constants, independent of r, n, and j.
5 Ž j. 5 5 Ž j. 5Proof. Note that f y f F C y C . Since‘1
5 r 5 5 r 5D Tf D Tn n
T y T C s and P y P C F const = ,Ž . Ž .r rn n‘ ‘< < < <l l
for j s 0 the result follows from
C y C s PC y P C s P y P C andŽ .n n n
² U: ² U:l y l s T y T C , C q T C y C , C .Ž . Ž .n n n n n n
For j G 1, by induction on j, the desired result follows from
UŽ jy1.< <l y m s T y T C y C , C² :Ž . Ž .j n n
and
C y CŽ j. s S T y T C y CŽ jy1.Ž . Ž .n n
q l y m C q m y l q l y l C y CŽ jy1. .Ž .Ž . Ž . 4j j n
< <Now we obtain error estimates without requiring l ) 1. Here is the
< <trick. Suppose that a ) 0 is a scalar such that a l ) 1. Then obviously
Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž .l [ al is a simple eigenvalue of T [ aT , N T y l s N T y l , and l
Ãsatisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 4.1. Next, set T [ aT and denoten n
Ã ÃŽ . Žby T resp., T the operator obtained by replacing T and T in T resp.,n n
Ã Ã.T by T and T , respectively. Then it is easy to see thatn n
Ã y1 Ã y1T s D aT D and T s D aT D ,Ž . Ž .n n
w xt w r xtwhere D: X “ X, x , x , . . . , x ‹ x , a x , . . . , a x . This shows1 2 rq1 1 2 rq1
Ãthat the operators T and aT are similar. Consequently,
Ã Ã Ã y1s T s as T , N T y l s D N T y l andŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
ÃN T* y al s D N T* y l .Ž .Ž .Ž .
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ÃSimilar results hold for T . Further, the reduced resolvent associated withn
Ã Ã Ã y1Ž .T and l [ al is given by S s D S ra D.n n n n n
Ã Ž j.Now suppose that the iterates m and C are obtained by replacing TÃ j
Ã ÃŽ .and T in ANV by T and T , respectively. Then by induction on j, it isn n
easy to see that for j s 0, 1, . . . ,
Ã Ž j. y1 Ž j.m s am and C s D C .Ã j j
Recall that we are interested in the first component of CŽ j. and the
Ã Ž j. Ž j.preceding result shows that the first components of C and C are the
same.
< <THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that l ) m and that f , the first component ofn
5 5F , is chosen so that 0 - d F f F c for some constants c G d ) 0,n n
independent of r and n. Then for all large n, all r s 1, 2, . . . , and all
j s 0, 1, . . . ,
ja br rŽ j.< < 5 5l y m , f y f F T y T T T y T T ,Ž . Ž .rj 1 n nrž /< <l m
where a and b are constants, independent of r, n, and j.
1 Ž j. y1Ã ÃŽ .Proof. Set a [ and consider the iterates m , C . Let C [ D C.Ã jm
Ž j. Ã Ã Ž j.5 5 5 5Since f y f F C y C , by Proposition 4.1 we have‘1
jr ra
Ž j.Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã< < 5 5l y m , f y f F T y T T b T y T T .Ã ž / ž /j 1 n nž /rÃ< <l
Ã ÃNow, the desired result follows by noting that l s al, T s aT , and
ÃT s aT .n n
Ž .Note that the accuracy of the iterates obtained from ANV increases
geometrically with r whereas the size of the system to be solved at each
iteration increases linearly. More precisely, suppose that the rank of T isn
15 5 Ž .n and that T y T s . Then the scheme ANV provides an accuracyn n
Ž r .O 1rn per iteration whereas the size of the system to be solved at each
Ž .iteration is nr. Compare this with the scheme N . Note that to achieve an
Ž r . raccuracy O 1rn per iteration we need to solve a system of size n , which
Ž .could be very large compared to nr for large r, at each iteration of N .
Thus a highly ill-conditioned problem can be solved efficiently and at the
same time economically by employing an accelerated scheme. In the
following section, we illustrate this fact by considering an example.
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5. APPLICATIONS
Žw x.Consider the space X [ C a, b of all complex-valued continuous
w xfunctions on the interval a, b with the sup norm. Let T : X “ X be given
by
b w xTx s [ k s, t x t dt , x g X , s g a, b ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
a
w x w xwhere the kernel k: a, b = a, b “ C is continuous. Note that T is
Äcompact. Let T denote a very fine discretization of T
M
ŽM . ŽM . ŽM .Ä w xTx s [ w k s, t x t , x g X , s g a, b ,Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j j j
js1
ŽM . ŽM . w xwhere M is very large. The nodes t , . . . , t in a, b and the weights1 M
w ŽM ., . . . , w ŽM . in C are assumed to give a convergent quadrature formula1 M
M
ŽM . ŽM .Qx [ w x t , x g X .Ž .Ý j j
js1
The problem
ÄTu s lu , u g X
readily provides a discrete eigenvalue problem on C M whose direct solu-
tion may be prohibitively expensive. We, therefore, use iterative methods
Ädeveloped in this paper to compute eigenelements of T. In the subsequent
Ädevelopment we denote T by T.
Žn. Žn. w x Žn. Žn.For n < M, we choose nodes t , . . . , t in a, b . Let e , . . . , e1 n 1 n
denote the piecewise linear hat functions associated with the nodes
t Žn., . . . , t Žn. and consider the piecewise linear interpolatory projection1 n
given by
n
Žn. Žn. w xp x [ x t e , x g C a, b .Ž .Ž .Ýn j j
js1
Define T [ Tp , the Sloan approximation of T. Then T satisfies hypoth-n n n
Ž .esis H but, in general, T does not converge to T in the norm.n
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A Model Problem. Consider the two-point boundary value problem
Ž .BV ,
2 w xfind l, u g C = C 0, 1Ž . Ž .
2d u du du
such that l t s u t , u 0 s e 1 , 0 s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 dt dtdt
Ž .For a large positive e the spectrum of BV consists of isolated real
elements and as e x0 the spectra become highly ill conditioned. Of course
Ž .at e s 0, BV is an initial value problem and the spectrum is empty.
Ž .Note that BV is equivalent to the problem
w xfind l, u g C = C 0, 1Ž . Ž .
w xsuch that Tu s lu , u g C 0, 1 ,Ž .
1Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Žw x. w xwhere Tx s [ k s, t x t dt, x g C 0, 1 , s g 0, 1 , andH e
0
e , t G s,k s, t [Ž .e ½ e q s y t , s ) t .
The nodes and weights are chosen as
¡ 'i y 1r 3
, if i is odd,
MŽM . ~t si 'i y 1 q 1r 3
, if i is even,¢ M
and w ŽM . s 1rM, i s 1, . . . , M. These are obtained by the compoundi
w xGauss Two Point Rule on 0, 1 . For n < M, let
¡ 'i y 1r 3
, if i is odd,
nŽn. ~t si 'i y 1 q 1r 3
, if i is even,¢ n
Žn. 5 Ž j.and w s 1rn for i s 1, . . . , n. For j s 0, 1, . . . , let rsd [ Tf yi j 1
Ž j. 5m f denote the jth residual. Given in Tables I, II, and III are the errorsj 1
in the iterates for the largest eigenvalue l of T when M s 500, n s 5,
and e s y0.66. These computations were performed on a SUN Ultra
SparC-2r1200 with an accuracy of 15 digits.
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TABLE I
Ž .r s 1
< < < <j l y m rsd j l y m rsdj j j j
y3 y3 y10 y100 8.44 = 10 6.11 = 10 6 1.59 = 10 2.12 = 10
y4 y4 y12 y111 2.41 = 10 3.16 = 10 7 9.32 = 10 1.24 = 10
y5 y5 y13 y132 1.37 = 10 1.83 = 10 8 5.46 = 10 7.29 = 10
y7 y6 y14 y143 7.98 = 10 1.06 = 10 9 2.22 = 10 4.26 = 10
y8 y8 y15 y154 4.66 = 10 6.22 = 10 10 2.10 = 10 2.76 = 10
y9 y95 2.72 = 10 3.63 = 10
TABLE II
Ž .r s 2
< < < <j l y m rsd j l y m rsdj j j j
y5 y5 y16 y150 3.05 = 10 3.26 = 10 3 6.60 = 10 1.61 = 10
y9 y8 y16 y161 7.23 = 10 1.07 = 10 4 4.99 = 10 8.97 = 10
y1 2 y122 2.90 = 10 4.06 = 10
TABLE III
< < < <j l y m rsd l y m rsdj j j j
y7 y7 y9 y90 4.03 = 10 4.02 = 10 4.47 = 10 4.61 = 10
y1 2 y12 y16 y161 1.56 = 10 2.07 = 10 1.11 = 10 7.52 = 10
y1 6 y162 2.77 = 10 7.78 = 10
Ž . Ž .r s 3 r s 4
The results clearly show the geometric rate of convergence of the
iterates as r is increased.
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